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"An excellent collection of the early Audiogrill releases, including the controversial Crazy Days. Lots of

great guitar work and the highly rated guitar blues instrumental Lost Monument and the entertaining What

Yo Mama Said. 13 MP3 Songs ROCK: Instrumental Rock, BLUES: Guitar Blues Details: Crazy Days was

the debut album for Audiogrill. The CD was released locally at first and then due to the frequent request

this CD was re-released. The songs are written by Bruce N. Baker and cover the years from 1997 to 2001

and has a bonus track of a song that was a practice cut in the studio done in 1982. It's a really good view

of how this band developed and a must have for any Audiogrill Fan. A new CD is in the works with songs

from 2002-2005 and should be released fall of 2005. Many styles are represented on this CD, including

some raw guitar leads on Empty Pictures to the softer more acoustic based song As I Knew Him. Some

of the most popular cuts include What Yo Mama Said (A Ska Reggae song with vocals) and Lost

Monument (a very bluesy Supertrampish guitar based song). Also found on this CD is the hilarious Crazy

Days song. As was said by a local music critic "An excellent creative mix of ideas from a musician that

never sits still. This band is hard to nail down but one thing is for sure, each song is a new surprise and

holds a lot of talent. It's a great treat seeing how this musician developed over time. I definitely enjoyed

listening to this CD (over and over) and keep switching favorites songs. I expect a lot from this band in the

future! A must have for any Audiogrill Fan" Eric Hartmann
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